HCV has still a significant impact on health care system and its burden is expected to increase over the next decade due to morbidity, mortality and liver transplantation ([@A25540R1]). It can also place a high socioeconomic burden on the individuals and the society, becoming chronic and impose enormous costs both on the patients as well as on health system ([@A25540R2]). So this is obvious that the health costs of such chronic disease are the concern of many health policy makers. Measuring the economic burden of HCV care is effectiveness to better understand and evaluate various intervention programs in the country ([@A25540R3]).

The current available treatment for chronic HCV hepatitis is the combination of pegylated interferon (PEG-IFN) and ribavirin (RBV), this combination therapy has become a standard around the world and in Iran, too ([@A25540R4]), However the response rats differ among patients with different genotypes; while about 80% of patients with genotypes 2 and 3 infection can be cured, the sustained virologic response (SVR) is only 40-50% in genotype 1 ([@A25540R3], [@A25540R5]). Reaching SVR for these patients not only prevents cirrhosis or liver failure, but also improve a patient's quality of life. Recently a new direct-acting antivirals (DAAs), called sofosbuvir (SOF), arrived, which have shown SVR rates over 90% across genotypes, higher than the current treatments ([@A25540R6], [@A25540R7]). Besides, SOF treatment's duration is shorter than their counterpart. Studies in western countries, using decision-analytic Markov model simulation, showed that SOF + PEG-IFN/RBV yields more favorable future health and economic outcomes across all levels of treatment experience, specifically SOF treatment may be a cost-effective alternative to genotype 1 patients (depending on pricing) ([@A25540R8], [@A25540R9]). But there is still question regarding its budget constraints. In absence of any Iranian clinical trial on efficacy of SOF and its cost for Iranian patients, we tried to estimate the average cost of SOF treatment, using our recent results on HCV medical care costs and other similar studies on SOF costs. Our recent study on direct medical care costs associated with patients diagnosed with chronic HCV, indicated that average direct medical costs for the courses treated with peg-interferon plus ribavirin (PEG-RBV) was 20,010 PPP\$ and this cost increases for SVR, up to 39,094 PPP\$ (Physician visit, Laboratory tests, Hospitalization, etc were included) ([@A25540R3]). A French study calculated an average cost of SOF treatment 67,291 € (including all genotypes, without other costs like as Physician visits, etc.) ([@A25540R10]). Incorporating with our cost analysis, consider that the duration of treatment reduces from 24 weeks to 12 weeks, converting all price units to Purchasing Power Parity Dollar (PPP\$) ([@A25540R3]), and suppose that other cost (including Physician visit, Laboratory tests, Hospitalization) are fixed, the average cost of a SOF treatment course with combination of (PEG-RBV) for Iranian patient with HCV, would be expected to 266,424 PPP\$ (which almost increases up to 1200%). This cost is not so different across genotypes, for example in genotype 3, it is estimated to be 262,575 PPP\$.

The price of SOF in high-income countries is expected to be very high and this price would be higher for most patients in developing countries. In Iranian patients, combination therapy has 70-80% SVR (not for difficult to treat patients), on the other hand, the efficacy of SOF in clinical trials of over 90% SVR was available only for the group of non-cirrhotic patients without differentiating stage of fibrosis. In absence of any clinical trials on Iranian patient's SVR rate for SOF and its cost-effectiveness, the question under critics is that; how much shall spent and by who (patients or insurance system) to increasing 10-20% SVR, with changing the combination therapy?
